Theoretical models for excited states play crucial roles throughout chemistry and materials science, from understanding light harvesting and photo-catalytic mechanisms to the design and interpretation of spectra. However, methods for modeling excited states and their properties are at a fundamental disadvantage when compared to ground state methods, as they rely on additional layers of approximation beyond what ground state theories require. One can see this pattern play out across electronic structure theory, from the adiabatic approximation in time-dependent density functional theory to the assumption that all states have the same orbitals in state-averaged multi-reference theory. In contexts such as charge transfer and multiply excited states, these approximations limit the accuracy and predictive power of current methodology.

Very recently, it has become clear that excited state variational principles can be used to reformulate excited state methods so that they no longer require additional approximations beyond those used for ground states. I will discuss how these variational principles allow essentially the whole range of ground state methodology, from Hartree Fock and density functional theory to perturbation theory, coupled cluster theory, multi-reference theory, and even quantum Monte Carlo to be rebuilt in a framework that is wholly excited-state specific.
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